
Good morning, guys! Today is the 28th of April, and we will discuss a wonderful, inspiring film "Front of 

the class", based on the autobiographical book of  Brad Cohen (who knows its name?) «Front of the 

Class: How Tourette Syndrome Made Me the Teacher I Never Had». 

Discussions

1. The relationship of the main character with peers. Настя

2. The role of the headmaster of the school, in which Bradley studied. Лиза

3.  Comparison of father and mother reactions on his disease. Оля

 + a stepmother, a brother Женя

4. Support group for patients with Tourette syndrome. Илья

5. Brady's relationship with the girls before and after Nancy.  Аня

6. Job interviews and techniques that were used on them by the future teacher. Полина

7. Bradley as a teacher:

 what does he teach? (subjects+ globally) Лена

 what rules does he introduce in his class? Ева

 his pupils: Thomas and Heather Нели

 the reaction of the teaching staff to the unusual teacher Лера М

 the reaction of parents to the new teacher Света

8. Passing an examination. (+what was the problem?) Арина

9. What does Bradley Collins do nowadays? Лера П

General questions

1. What was the name of the headmaster Bradley had the worst interview with?

2. Where did the main character meet his father for lunch?

3. Where was Bradley and his friend's double date?

4. What's the name of the school he worked at?

5. How did they spend time with his brother when he came to visit Bradley? What happened?

6. What instructive phrase had the stepmother said to her stepson?

7. The most famous phrase of the main hero.

8. What competition was won by Bradley?

Favourite episode:  Арина, Полина, Лена

5 words that you would like to add to your active vocabulary: Женя, Лиза, Ева


